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Eastern State News
"Tell the Truth and D on t Be Afraid"
'

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1948

EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE ... CHARLESTON

rtain ment
·ies Ends

h Moscona

MOSCONA,
leading
·itone of the Metropoli' will appear at Eastern
·sday evening as the
.e four entertainment
'

singing career was
lt'hen he was a child in
1ging for services of the
odox church. In 1928
to try for a
· career as a
1nal singer. He graduated
National Conservatory
, and made his debut
the National Opera house
1931, singing Basilio in
·ber of Seville." From
untii 1937 Moscona built
9Pularity in concerts and
t.'oughout Greece · ;ind
s

17 his government recog
gifts by granting him a
"1p to study and perform
1ous La Scala Opera in
1e had been in Italy two
when Edward
Johnson,
1Danager of the Metro
l)pera company
heard.
liraged him for appear
L York. He made his
New York as Ramfis in
Oii l>ecember 13, 1937. He
1ediate acclaim from crihas appeared as solo
,megie hall and sang
NBC symphony under
:tion of Toscanini.
He
over 20 times in New
t'oscanini as well as
London and the Inter
lestival of Music in
[Z�rland. �e has sung
iw York Philharmonic
and the
Hollywood
1pbony.

�

Petitions for Mardi Gras

Weiss Tells of Scout

Booths To Be Filed Today

Nazis Persecution

PETITIONS FOR booths fqr the
Mardi Gras Ball, March 5, must
be in Dean Lawson's office today.
Petitions for a Mardi Gras ruler
must be in by Friday.
·Ruler · of the Mardi Gras will
be elected by the student body, at
10 cents a vote. Election begins
next Monday in the Main hall and
continues until night of the Ball.
Women's League has set the
goal at 300 dollars for the WSSF
drive. If each student spends 25
cents at the ball the goal will be
met.
Booths will be placed in
Main hall for the Ball; a re
cording dance from·8 :30 p. m.
to 11 :30 p. m. will be in the
Old Aud. Admission to the
dance is 22 cents a person.
Prizes will be given for the
best costumes. The League urges
that all join in the spirit of the
Ball and come in costume.
·

Like last year's Pennytown all
proceeds go to the World Student
Service Fund.

Pi Omega Pi Hears
Harold Robbins PI OMEGA Pi meeting was he)d
February 18 at Dr. Earl S. Dick
erson's home.
The· guest speaker, Mr. Harold
Robbins from Charleston, spoke
on, "Social Maladjustment of Chil
dren in Coles County."
Plans were made for the spring
initiation.
Those who attended the meet
ing listened to sev�ral numbers
by Spike Jones and his sym
phony of six. These numbers were
found among Dr. Dickerson's col
lection of records.
Cherry pie with whipped cream
and coffee were served.

'

Gets an Extra Day;
·id Doesn't Deserve Credit
uary

"Thirty days hath September,
!f'\.pril, June, and November.
11&11 the rest have thirty-one,
Except Febr.uary, which has twenty-eight
most of the time."

trfie\4,.

co,__.
eveTll dJJI
ciaaretN
it nie dO

like it ...

�

DAY fl February 29th. Why?
1s from the fact that a year lasts for 365 days, 5 hours, 49
-� 46.15 seconds, and those extra hours, minutes and seconds
•thering Man ever since he started to reckon time.
·ly Egyptians calculated that the year contained 360 days.
1t along merrily at this rate, until someone discovered that
· ins
were getting sevabead of. themselves,
minutes and 14 seconds longer
d adding five or six
1e end of the twelfth
than it actually did, so they
year.
·were soon back in the same

came out fairly even
, and everyone seem
until the Greeks
eut a calendar
in
that was more ac·
lisadvantage, howthat it ran in a
�le,, with
some
"1ng 12 months, some

t

Romans didn't care
so
.tions, ·however,
using a calendar
in
.ined 10 months
con
hut sti ll didn't
actual length of a
•

lleasar, with some
the astronomer,
to
de c idie d
once
things out
all, and instigated
the Julian calendar.
B.
46
the year
1ys, giving everyone
up on whatever he
ind in, and then
·esh with a year of
�ng an extra day
7ear, m:uch as we do

"I CAME to this country because
of my affiliation with the Boy
Scouts of Austria", declared Dr.
Otto Weiss, physician and surgeon
from Mattoon, in a talk given at
the regular meeting of the Delta•
Psi chapter of Alpha Phi Omega
Thursday, February 19.

old troubl�ver a period of
years,

natural

per iod ic

events didn't fall at the same
time each year.
It as particularily unsatisfac
ory to the early Christian church,
which wanted Easter to fall in the
spring, and found it slowly but
surely creeping back into the dead
of winter.
Accordingly,
some
more
calculations were made, and
in 1582 the present-day Greg
orian calendar, named for
Pope Gregory III, was adopt
ed by the countries of west
ern Europe.
Even the Gregorian adjustment
is not entirely correct. Over a per
iod of 10,000 years, it's going to
be 2 days, 14 hours and 24 minutes
off. Numerous plans have been
offered for eliminating this dis
crepancy, but for the time being,
at least, it looks as if the Greg
orian calendar were here to ·stay.
But don't let all these statis
tics worry you. Remember, the
error amounts to only two or
three days in 10,000 years, and
this year February 29th falls on
Sunday.
My advise is to sleep all day.

·

Final Exams Scheduled to Run
From March 9 Through 12

EXAMINATIONS FOR the winter quarter are scheduled
w
begin the ·afternoon of Tuesday,
March 9 and run through
the
�nii.ng of Friday, March 12.
The following schedule has been
announced by Dean Hobart
F.
Heller:

Rabbi Singer To Speak

·

At March 3 Assembly

•

RABBI JACOB Singer, sponsor
"On March 13, 1938 Hitler and
ed by the Jewish Chautauqua
his hordes marched · into Austria",
society, will address the assem
Dr. Weiss went on to say.. "The
bly on "Modern Trends in Judanext day, Hitler's first order was . ism" Wednesday, March 3. The
to dissolve the Boy Scouts." The
Chautauqua society, in effect, is
speaker told that the Nazis wait
an informational service offered
ed one month before they took any
for the promotion of a better
action. During that month Aus
understanding of the
Jews
in
trian
Scouts
wrote
to
other
their religious beliefs.
scouts in neutral countries asking Rabbi Singer is a graduate of
for immigration passes.
the University of Cincinnati and
At the end of the first month
the Hebrew Union college.
He
of occupation the Nazis tried,
did post-graduate work at Johns
convicted, and shot former Boy
Scouts with the accusation they
were war-mongors. Dr. Weiss was
arrested and· beaten, but through
Rabbi Singer · will appear
a friend he was released and told
before the Charleston Ro
he was to leave the country in
tary club at noon, March 2.
three weeks. He went to Prague,
His topic will be
"What
Czechoslovakia, and from there
Judaism
and
Christianity
he went to London. He arrived in
Have in Common."
this country November 28, 1938.
On March 3 he will ad
Dr. Weiss compared the Scout
dress the Mattoon Kiwanis
movement in Austria with the
club bn "What Democracy
Scout movement in the United
Owes to the Bible" at a noon
States.
luncheon.
Dr. Weiss's wife,
Dr.
Anna
Weiss, is also a physician and
surgeon in Mattoon.
Hopkins university and received

Tuesday, March 9: 1 p. m. to
2 :40 p. m., all 11 o'clock classes
and all double period classes that
meet at 11 and 10; 3 p. m. to 4:40
p. m. all one o'clock classes and
all double period classes that meet
at one and two.
Wednesday, March 10: 8 a.
m. to 9 :40 a. m., all 10 o'clock
classes; 10 a. m. to 11 :40 a.
m., all two o'clock classes;
1 p. m.to 2 :40 p. m., an sec
tions of chemistry
131; 3
p. m. to 4 :40 p. m., all sec
tions of business
education
231 and 234.

•

his Ph. D. at the University

Ben Bradley Plays

of

was
asso
Nebraska, where he
ciate professor of History and

For Washington Ball

Theory of

THE WASHINGTON Ball, Pem
hall's annual formal dance, dis
turbed the usual orderliness of the
Hall's 'parlors on the
eve
of
Washington's birthday.
Under white fans and silhouet
tes of Washington, nearly 160
Pemites and guests danced to Ben
Bradley's orchestra in the dining
room and rug-cleared parlor.
Traditional at Pem hall the Ban.
has been held for more than 30
years.
Bradley and his 10 piece or
g;mization was not a newcomer
to Eastern's campus, for they had
played
for
previous
campus
dances.
Dr. and Mrs. Hiram Thut, Dr.
and Mrs. Eugene W afffle, and
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Lantz acted
as chaperons for the Ball.

Clothing Class O ffered
Vet's Wives By College
VETERANS' WIVES may1 take a
clothing construction course un
der the supervision of Dr. Helen
Devinney from 7:30 .p m. to 9:30
p. m. every Tuesday night.
This course was organized by
home economics seniors, who will
assist in instructing those taking
the course. The students may use
the department's equipment.
Twenty veterans' wives attend•
ed this course last week.
·

1923.

Music

from 1916 to

Before coming to

Chicago

he served as Rabbi in York, Pa.,
and Lincoln, Neb.
He

is

a

lecturer

on

Hebrew

Liturgical Music at Northwestern
School of Music. He has contri
buted
articles
on
synagogue
music and "Taboo" in the Uni
versal Jewish Encyclopedia
and
is the author of Taboo in the
Hebrew Scriptures
and
Jewish
Music Historically Considered.
A faculty spokesman for the
assembly board said
that
the
possibility
exists
that
Rabbi
Singer will touch on the Zionist
movement in Palestine during the
course of his lecture.

Colemon Hunts Info
On Former Student
THE WARBLER of 1919 lists Cpl.
Fred Dunn as one of the nine
former students who died in ser
vice, 1917-1918. It states he was
killed in action July 15, 19 18.
No record of his attendance at
. the school has been located. Any
Alumni who may have known
Fred Dunn please write Dr. Char
les H. Coleman at the college, giv
ing any details about Dunn's at
tendance at the Normal school or
the Model school. Further details
concerning military service, death
and place of burial are needed.

English Closs to Air Shakespeare's Songs

"THE MAN that hath no music
in himself, Nor is not moved
with concord of sweet sounds, Is
fit for treasons, stratagems and
spoils. . . Let no such man be
trusted."
,To prove that they do have
music in themselves, seven
Shake
students from the
speare classes of Dr. Robert
Blah- and Miss Ruth Cline
will sing four
songs
from
Shakespeare's plays on the
Eastern radio
rogram to
morrow.
The group consists of Arthur
Aikman, Patricia Brown,
Anna
Butler, Arthur Klug, Mary Kraus,
Bob Simpson, and C 1 a r e n c e
Wright. Leonard Pourchot
will
act as master of ceremonies.
The songs are
"Ophelia's

Mad Song" frotn the fourth

act of "Hamlet," "Where the
Bee Sucks" from the fifth
act of "Tempest,'' "Under the
Greenwood

Tree," from

the

second act of "As You Like
It,'' and "Heart's Ease," an
old folk tune which Queen
Elizabeth liked to play on the
virginals, from
the
fourth
act of "Romeo and Juliet."
Dr. Blair will accompany
group on the piano.

the

Following the music the stu
dents will conduct a "quiz-pro
gram" of questions on Shakes
. peare's plays.
The group will give the same
performance at the English club
meeting tonight.

·

Thursday, March 11: 8 a. m.,
all eight o'clock classes and all
double period classes that meet
at eight and nine; 10 a. m. to
11:40 a. m., all nine o'clock classes
and all double period classes that
meet at nine and 10; 1 p. m. to
2 :40 p. m., all sections of edu
cation 231; 3 p. m. to 4:40 p. m.,
all sections of Spanish 131 and
German 231.
Friday, March 12: 8 a. m.
to 9:40 a. m., all three o'clock
classes and all double period
classes that meet at three
and four; 10 a. m. to 1 1 :40
a. m., all 12 o'clock classes
and four o'clock classes.
Students in classes for which
combined examinations are sche
duled wi.11 adhere to the schedule
announced 'by instructors.
-Cta�se·s regularly scheduled for
Tuesday morning· will meet
on
Tuesday, March 9; no assembly
will be held on March 10.

Epsilon Pi Tau Initiates

24 In Joint Ceremony

EASTERN'S IOTA chapter of
Epsilon Pi Tau,
international
industrial
honorary
scholastic
arts fraternity, swelled its stu
dents and faculty membership to
24 on February 14 at an initiation
and dinner in the cafeteria.
Members of the Mu ch �pter of
Indiana State college were guests,
and initiated eight members in a
joint ceremony.
Dr. Robert G. Buzzard gave an
address of welcome, and Dr. Wil
liam E. Warner, national execu
tive secretary of the fraternity,
spoke on "Epsilon Pi Tau; Past,
Present, and Future." He was in
troduced by Dr. Russell H. Lan
dis, faculty sponsor of the local
· chapter.
Eastern initiates were faculty
members Dr.
Ralph Gallington
and Mr. Ewell Fowler: plus stu
dents James Bailey, Charles Barth,
Charles Bunten, Lowell Carter,
Ernest
Cramer,
Albert Davis,
Stephen
Ketchie,
Joe
Kruzich,
Allen Mounts, Emil Moore, Al
bert Sharer, Jack Watts and Jack
Williams.
F.
Guests were Dean Hobart
Heller, Dr. Rudolph· D. Anfinson,
Dr. Harry L. Metter, and a charter
member of the Iota chapter, Mr.
Raymond R. Hall, Windsor news
paper editor.
Harold Miller, Iota
president,
presided at the ceremony and din
ner.

A rnold Returns Home;
Condition Improving
H. J. ARNOLD, manager of the
textbook library, who recently
underwent a major operation, is
slowing improving, said Mrs. Ar
nold.
Mr. Arnold returned February
14 from the Billings hospital in
Chicago. He was admitted to this
hospital, January 30.
Mrs. Arnold was not able to say
when Mr. Arnold would be back
in the textbook library.

PAGE TWO

Ignore Commies

The Soap Box

A nd Why Not?

Lenin Nought But Reds' Ford

Is The Roof Back

Pay $tar Athletes

RECENTY TWO articles have appeared in this paper dealing
with Communism. One shouts loudly of the rottenness

of Communism, the glories of Americanism. The other agrees
with the first, denies that there is any real danger of Com
munism in this country and carefully points out that no

students of Eastern harbor any such unpatriotic notions.

In the course of my reading I have run into a theory
that should assist both of these worried scholars in their
Hecht
Ben
battle against the evils of foreign ideology.
factory
"The
analyses the situation perfectly when he says,

not the Government rules. Whefl the factory gets sick, we
suffer. When the factory's feeling good we make whoopee.
"You see, long ago the King used to be the symbol of
what people had in their hearts-a desire for glory, theater,

power and a childish

lust for heroism. Today the factory is a

similar symbol of what their hearts are, a symbol of their
greed,

their

materialism,

their

desire

for doodads, glass

beads, automobiles and plush furniture. That's where the
factory gets its strength, because it's created in their image.
It gives the people what they want__..:.more boxes of cracker
jack," more mechanical toys and softer mattresses. Greed,
empty heads and materialism are the backbone of indl,lstrial
ism, just as vanity, valor and childishness were the back
bone of the Middle Ages."
There were no ideas behind the Russion revolution. Or
if there were, they were as dead as doornails. Russia just
took a large triple somersault out of the past into the present
and while it was turning over in the air a lot of imbeciles
stood around chanting hymns and reciting Marx's 'Mother
Goose.' All that triumphed in Russia was the Industrial Age.
All that happened was that the Russians ditched their medi
eval habits of talking to horses and stars and went on a ma
terialistic bat, and caught up with the rest of the radio loving
world.
Lenin was just a Henry Ford all wrapped up in red
tissue paper. Trotzky was nothing more than a Charlie
Schwab standing on his head. Just as a fly biting an elephant
can send him amuck, these two buzzers started the Russians
off. But they had as much to do with the thing that was
going to happen in Russia as if they'd been a pair of Rosicru
cians. Their ideals and all that highfaluting dribble they let
go were the usual smoke screen behind which progress
covers up the first steps of its dirty work. Now Russia is be
ginning to slip back into its Natural shape. It's beginning
to look a bit natural. It's coming out of the fog and what
have you got? Another Industrialism with American capital
ists sneaking in the back door to help its new King-the fac
tory do his stuff correctly.
The factory rules in Russia, with the usual crowd of
windbags and flag wavers trying to slow it up. Communism
has nothing more to do with modern progress, with factory
rule, than Rosicrucianism! All that the jibbering idiots are
doing with their sentimental and obsolete battle cries is to
slow up the march of industry a little and confuse it. The
factory doesn't need them any more than it needs toe dancers.
The factory is a thing created out of the greed of the people,
not out of ideals. Its heroes are the capitalists and its enemies
are the politicians.
This violent diatribe, if it does nothing else, should serve
to clear up the idea that we must shout down any group of
underdogs or radicals that seems to be gaining any degree
of strength in the country. Communism is not "A huge
monster whi<(h is sitting, not idly by, licking his chops and
waiting for the kill.''
As the fist article appearing in this paper put it. "It is
a hopeless effort of politicians to return to feudalism where
Russia stood just before the industrial revolution.'' This
does not mean there is no danger in Communism. There most
definitely is. However, the way to deal with any group of
radicals is not to scream Americanism louder than they
scream Communism as Mr. Ensign advises. The only solution
is to ignore them ; not to make martyrs of them.

·

·

.

On The Loun ge?

WHY DO self-righteous students, faculty' member�
general public adopt such a "holier-than-thou,
toward the name football players who get paid for
up the gridirons for the larger universities?

"MOST, IF not all, of the 'weaker
sex' were embarrassed to the
blushing stage." Amen. I do hope
that the editor did not misinter
pret the red faces· supposedly
caused by blushing with that
caused by wild and merry laugh
ter. I must say that the weaker
sex certainly showed their em
barrassment in a most unusual
manner, and a scream of laugh
ter permeated the air. For the
two who didn't laugh, I 11m in
deed sorry, and the one who tried
so hard to keep from laughing
and finally came forth with one
of the loudest and best is the
proof of the puddin'. I don't know
whether the editor was one of the
few who didn't laugh, or was he
there? Sorry, I am, that he missed
it. He might have taken it in the
wrong way and been hospitalized.
Case: Split sides. Cause: Laugh
ter.

If this be "a degraded, degen
erate type of humor ·which leaves
much to be desired,'' then pray let
there be more that people might
lift their heads and laugh to high
heaven right through the roof of
any lounge, forgetting, if for only
five minutes, the cares and wor
ries of 'the world. Thanks again
for the laughs, girls. I enjoyed
them as much as I did the whole
evening, and it was "hell night"
here at E. 1.-CB

·

·

�

l

·

•

Chewing Gum Advised
For Cubs' P. K. Wrigley
IF PHILLIP K. Wrigley, Cub
owner would worry less about
chewing gum and more about his
North Siders, he might possibly
come up with a pennant contend
er in the future. The beautiful
ivy on the outiield walls is about
the only inducement the gum mag
nate has to offer Chicago fans,
but it must be enough, for they
continue to turn out in large num
bers.
As long as the cash customers
keep the turnstiles clicking Mr.
he
·Wrigley evidently figures
doesn't need a winner or a con
tender to keep the club out of
the red.
Shakespeare might have said �t:
·

The man that hath no love of base
ball in himself,
Nor is not moved with the sweet
concord of doubles and triples,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems,
and spoils.
Beware of him.
In a couple of weeks the

·

Demos May Have Trouble

·

·

"1grateful
pt of mank
to us and
ully are mo
which we
--rough 'our
tion.
Peopl1
not �omplain
se who. hav.
ve themselv
t week som
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Editorial

Pem Hall Notes

Why Wasn't The Student

Barbers at Wo

Body Warned ? ? ?

Hal Turned Do

IT IS probably we, the upperclassmen, who have been the
most neglectful, but still I think
we have a case. I bought my tax
ticket at the first of the fall quar
ter put it in my billfold and was
never asked for it as I entered
any football game, entertainment
course, or any
other
:function
where a tax ducat was required.

PAT BROWN and w·
Fox have gone into the
ing business. Their vie ·
been Deva Kibler and
sell. They didn't do such a
but they finished rathfl
Short of hair, that is.
The
bed
in
Shirley'I
has a squeak in it. Shir
that it squeaks every
breathes. I wish she w
a deep breath . some m
6 :45 and get up to eat
with the rest of us. Rea

Consequently I failed to pick
up my rec ticket at the start of
the winter quarter. My neglegence
major league teams will be
cost me the admission price of
going south for spring train
Friday night's basketball game.
Flaming Mamie was
Then
the
sport pages
ing.
There may be some justice in this
'around here last Fri
will be flooded with fabulous
decision to get the students to
to get a date for the
tales
of
rookies
who
are
THE DEMOCRATIC party may not be able to give Henry
gested that if she coul
pick up their rec tickets, but why
burning up the basepaths in
wasn't the student body warned?
man for an escort she
Wallace and his third party the political brush-off as
the citrus circuit. By the time
I am sure that an announcement
Hal. Mamie is a good ki
easily as they had thought. Previous to the recent special .
the
regular
season
opens,
in last week's 1News. telling the
·She informed me that
election in New York's 24th congressional district the Demo
however, nine out of ten of
students to pick up their tickets
tions were to stay at
crats have laughingly discounted any influence Wallace might
these morning-glory
rookies
she had to end up with
or pay would have brought the de
have on the presidential election next fall. .
will have faded out of the
sired results. I think that the ac
Marge Bence and Ro..
headlines.
The New York election saw the American Labor party
tion taken at last Friday night's
ton decided last week to
·
candidate, backed by Wallace, win a smashing two-to-one
The guy who could hit like
basketball game was slightly un
trip to Weslaco, Texa�
Ruth, run like Cobb, and field like
justified.
victory over the Democratic candidate. The result of the
parent s have been livi�
DiMaggio will be delivering ice in
since January. She in
Just one more thing. Why were
election might. not have been so surprising except for the
Pessary, Ohio.
the student workers taken off the , back in time for her
fact that the Democrats had gone all out to win it.
'
Basketball fans the nation over
doors? It appeared to some that . Jup.e, though.
Democrat Karl Propper had been backed during his
have been shouting about the ex-. the faculty members· that rePhyllis Kennedy s
campaign by the administration, as well as by Mrs. Eleanor
cessive whistle-tooting of• over
at home in Hutsonville
Roosevelt, Mayor William O'Dwyer, and Edward J F!ynn.
eager referees. The guys in the
her fiance before he
Flynn was believed to have wielded well-nigh impregnable
striped shirts are merely calling
they thought they were lead
Colorado.
influence in the 24th district, so the victory of the Wallace
the infractions of the rules as they
ing the American Ass ocia tion .
see them. If the fans really want
So t he only place they can go
man has lent considerable consternation to high Democratic
to beef someone, why don
" 't they
is up.
placed the students
circles.
complain to the rules committee?
many non-ticket bearing
Baseball
lost
one
of
its
old
time
Just how extensive Wallace's popularity is at this time
Zack Taylor can't get hurt
as had been admitted
greats when Mordecai (Three
is still problematical, but if the New York election proves to
very badly in his new role as
personally was so mad
Fingered) Brown died recently in
be any kind of a political barometer, Mr. Truman is going to
Brownie manager. Last year
a Terre Haute hospital. The three- . didn't even think aboa\
lose a considerable number of votes which he might ordinarily
the St. Louis clubs finished so
of the three press p
fingered curve ball artist was 71
have claimed.
far down in the junior loop
had in my billfold at t
years old.

Brush O ff

TITUDE,
injury are.
ructive
lii
"live and le
cepted and
us
erally
the person
use it to tl

·

It works about like this. Good old Pollywog T
been getting shoved around regularly by the footb
warts of other colleges. Result-fans stay away fro
stadium in large numbers, every sportpage in the
takes ridiculing, underhanded cracks at the team, an
ments, (with tuition fees) drops lower than an all�
morals.
Then a couple of old grids with plenty of prid
bankroll to match take stock of the pathetic situa '
up a few pigskin artists, and entice them to Tech wi
board, and a bonus as bait.
What happens next? The team starts winnin
knock. off a couple of the name colleges, and dear o
is suddenly on the football map. And then? StudenG
ment (with tuition fees) pick up, the stadium is fill
paying, satisfied customers, and to quote someone,
how the money rolls in:"
Then the millionaire graduate, whose son is c
a third string quarterback on the team, donates a new li
another alumni would like to have his name publiely c
ed with the growing popularity of his alma mam
lays a chunk of -cash on the line for a new athletic fie
And who made it all possible? The guy who to
pigskin for touchdowns so the goggle-eyed under gr
can yell rah! So why not Pa
. y him for value received?

----

More Baseball, Less

t Call

It seems to the writer that everyone connected
college, from the president down to Joe Doakes, class
is getting his m<;>ney's worth, so why not openly c
line-plunging fullback in for his share?

"How so few people could laugh
so loud is beyond me." "Always
one in a crowd." "Never laughed
so hard." And so it goes, quotation
after quotation. ."Tell the truth
and don't be afraid" was forgot
ten on this one.
My ears still hurt from the
noise, and had the roof not gone
off, I am sure the sides would
have given way. I didn't see any
one go for the door, as I have
seen during certain numbers of
the entertainment course. I won
der why.

nder

is only one
'Worse than
and that is no
ut. Gossip is
For shame, sir!
eritic.
often said th:
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Cosmo and Goston

.,
.��

nder Answers Critic With
Called the Kettle Black'
INJUSTICE,
'ITUDE,
jury are . the three "I's"
:tive living.
The
old
".ve and let live" isn't al
:pted and complied with,
· used
to
ration
·al l y
the person is in the posi
use it to their advantage.

Forum Chats About
Wallace's Thi�d Party
ALBERT A. CACHERAT led the
social Forum in a group discus
sion on the topic "ls The Third

lrrateful person breeds
t of mankind. The things
to us and received
un
are more often those
·hich we are unable to
1ugh 'our own sphere of
People more often
:omplain of ingratitude
have gone beyond
,
mselves.
1e
week someone submitletter to the News criti
this column and ques
its purpose.
Those
IJUd this column already
The sole purpose is to
by use of printing ink
,per, th e importance of
this
1dents attending
This is a name column.

Party Practical?"

son is cu
tes a new Ii
: publiCly co
.ma ma mm
tthle tic fiel
uy who to
l under gr;
� recei ved?

A number of those present
believed that the party head
ed by Wallace would absorb
enough of the liberals who are
now either
Republicans
or
Democrats to make it a new
party instead of a temporary
third party.
.
The opinion was also expressed
that one or both of the major
parties would absorb the better
planks in the political platform
of the Wallace faction. Many ex
pressed their approval of Wal
lace's international" policy of "go
ing through the UN instead of
around it,"

·

at-

February 12, 13, and 14, in Chicago.

,
The first meeting of the spe
cialists was at Ann Arbor, Michi
gan last year. At this meeting the
group outlined plans for research
of problems of home mana �ement
houses. This year's meeting was
to report the progress for .he
year.

·

Kappa Pi Members
·

• ••

. . •

for home management specialists,

·

To Visit Chicago
KAPPA Pl members are making
plans for a trip to the Univer
sity of Illinois sometime in March.
Jack Burgner is in charge of
making perparations for the trip.

The hat and coat checkers
amassed . quite a fortune, partly
due to the fact that either people
were drunk, or if they weren't
they wanted .to give the impres
sion that they were.
We had planned to have a tete
a-tete with Krupa, but were una-

Men and Women

REPA IRING A ND
AL TE RA TIO NS

Fill Up With

*

Phillip 66

The purpose of the trip is to
visit a showing of contemporary
paintings that will be on exhibit
from February 29 to March 28.

S T ELL A

ble to find him. Anyway, why
not have more bands of his cali
bre?
And So Forth: Don Griffin and
Don Swango, 2 local peons em
ployed at the Will Rogers, gave
a howling imitation of the dif
ferent types of
movie goers.
Their act drew a bigger crowd·
than Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
di d
on the screen.
Ike Kennard's "Green and Gold
Empire Room' sometimes refer
red to as the Ko-op, seems to be
the place where "particular peo
ple congregate." Ive will flip ' em
on request and Wink welcomes all
"fish" to the
pinball
machine.
We
Tilts
automatically
lose.
haven't been able to find out just
what Oscar Hicks does y et.

<

When Friday
makes
it's
much-awaited-for appearance,
at least 19Yz % of the student body will utter TGIF.
Gentleman Jim Covalt, the
boy with the orange hair, and
Lincoln Hall's wonder boy
(How in He . . did that get in
there? )always blurts out the
explanation before
anyone
else has
a chance. Some
guessed
it
was something
Lucky Strike had discovered,
others thought it to be a
New Deal scheme to
put
into
Handsome(?)
Harry
office, and still others thought
it was a 45 cent meal dis
covered by Walt and Co. Jim
says for me to tell you that
(Continued on page 5)
-

CAMERAS
In Stock

KODAK-35-RF
BUCANEER-35-RF
CIROFLEX-1-200
CIROFLEX-1-40Q
ANSCO-REDIFLEX
ANSCO-BOX CAMERAS
KODAK-BANTAM-F4.5
BROW NIE REFLEX
METEOR & FLASH
616 PIONEER & FLASH
WINPR0-35
FED FLASH
KODAK"-VIGILANTS
SPARTUS-35
SPARTUS-PRESS FLASH
ANSCO-CLIPPER
WIRGIN-2�x2�
Also

SOME USED BARGAINS

*
.

M ILL S

on 6th Street Across From
The Public Library

THE CAMERA SHOP
706 Jackson Street
Charleston, Ill.

Ph. 2305

OLIVER BELL
SERVICE STATION

pie who criticize the most are
those whose own talents · have
failed them in the ability to do the
thing they are now criticizing.

8 Lubrication and

Washing

• Tire Repairing and
Sales

GA TES BA RBER SHO P
said that those peo-

Seriously : From where we stand
in line at the cafeteria it seems
there's a bottleneck. It's a little
pre-mature to present a gripe af
ter being blessed with this boon
to
Eastern's
campus, but the
speed which people are being serv
ed is somewhat if not greatly
impaired.· This bottleneck is not
necessarily the fault of the em
ployees, but lies in the position
of the steam table. As it ii; located
at one end of the counter only one
person is served at a time. Had it
been located in the center of the
counter a double line could form
and "peal off"' to the sides; thus
the main course could be obtained
more rapidly and the line would
go twice as fast. This is not nec
essarily a complaint ·but merely
constructive criticism.
Encore :Five or nine people
crowded onto what used to be
Eastern's
basketball
court
Monday last· to lock insteps
with each other. There is no
doubt that the incomparable
Krupa supplied what was ex
pected.
His
renditi6n
of
"Boogie Blues," which played
for so long ·at the Little
Campus, is a perfect example
of his style. Only one couple
managed to stay
with
the
maestro
when
he
played
"Valse Trieste,"
a
number
that is also featured on wax.
As the NEWS of two weeks
ago promised, he
played a
majority of his tunes on the
• sweet 'n mellow side.

..

·

·

1702 MADISON
Phone 697

Will Rogers Theater Bd.
,

Slrulwear
"Sleepables"
Mannish but chic in fine
broadcloth

with

elastic

waistband.

WANTED

ig Mam ie was
here last Fri
date for the
hat if she coulo
an esco rt she
mie is a good l •
ormed me that
·ere to stay at
to end up wi�

*
Striped and floral

Desk Salesman

patterns

Looking for one livewire student to sell" our
student desks to rooming houses, fraternities,

Bence and
ided last wee�
Weslaco, Tex
have been Iivi
anuary. She in·
t time for her
hough.
lis Kennedy
e in Hutson
mce before
io.
e

./

•

tended the regional conference

a

)WN and Wi
ve gone into the
1ess. Their vie
a Kibler and
didn't do such ;
fini shed ratb
hai r, tha t is.
Shirle
ied in
1ueak in it. Sh'
squeaks every
I wish she
breath some
get up to eat
rest of us. Re

Schmalhausen

•

•

Home Management Meet
RUTH

•

. . •

Schmalhausen A ttends .
MISS

So here is is:_stay ln the know
by reading Goulash weekly. (The
foregoing is presumably written
by someone other than the au
thors.)
In its premiere edition Goulash
wishes to list the names of those
who have expressed- a fervent d�
sire to have their names mention
ed in this column:
Arthur
Klug,
writer
of
tie Sweety Sugar Plum"
President
Robert Guy Buz
zard, candidate
for
Who's
who on Eastern's Campus
Jean M.arie Potter, dice girl
. . Wallace
at local casino
Beery : .. Mr. Joseph String
fellow,' noted
linguist
Harold
Kallenback,
revolu
tionary phys ed instructor
Lover
boy
Stan
Martin
(Yeah, I know, but that's
what he told me to say.)
and Wild Man Jack Benham,
featured in Bob Ripley's "It
could only happen once."
These people have been highly
instrumental, directly and indir
ectly, in making this column im
possible.
To the reader: You will find
that this first publication in part
concerns the origin of the column
and its writers (the histories of
which are still unknown) and
other miscellaneous details of no
consequence whatsoever. If you
tire of reading this dribble, how
ever, there is always the consola
tion that each word punctuation
mark, and space, no matter how
insignificant, helps us reach our
second objective in Journalism 210
which is to have 2501h inches of
copy printed in this paper by the·
end of the winter quarter; and the
words are not measured end to
end.
.

Coffee and cookies were served
to the 32 students and faculty
members present.

d appear then that if
been used the
victim
the first to object. Isn1t
then that · the only
tieceived thus far comes
person whose name has
red in the column.

111 Notes

reg

day evening, February 19, at the

"

-iser

the

home of Dr. William G. Wood.

. lourteen weeks of conliblication, this column
with 173 names. Of that
one single person has ob
:to, or objected about, -the
or her name. has been
Of that 173 not a single
bs t.pproached the writer
their good name was a
''idle gossip" or "person-

critic asks for facts in
he will not get facts,
1n. It is the absolute right
.te to supervise the for
public opinion," said
:ls in 1933. How for
are to have newflpapers
1blic opinion is not super
low fortunate there are
lolumns, and even carrhich
employ
opinion,
which formulate opin
and not opinion is the
the world; but it is
.t used the fact.
is used in this col
'1Bely the same way ·the
opinion to state "we,
1t .body." The ackward
:h a statement can best
by a fact.
fact that the writer does
with the critic. It is a
the writer is a member
mt body. Therefore, it
.t the critic used opin
:izing, and NOT facts.
can easily be formed

at

ular meeting of the Forum Thurs

t

someone,

IN RESPONSE to numerous re
. quests for a
f.parkling new
weekly column full of life and zest
the News has acquired the com
bined talents of two of its most
brilliant writers to produce this
fresh, vitalizing creation. This
column will contain great quanti
ties of timely general informa
tion, campus and· otherwise, to be
absorbed by the reader and in
turn diffused among others.
It
is the earnest hope of these writ
ers that this knowledge will pro
mote well-rounded
personalities
in its vast army of constant read
_
ers.

Anyone wanting to know our
prime objective in Journalis'tn 210
may find out by writing an epistle
to this column, CaTe of the News
office, enclosing a self-addressed,
stamped envelope, a Knox sun
flower campaign button, and stat
ing in 25 words . or more why
Goulash is so far superior to any
other column printed in the Newsi.

individuals in Charleston.

. SIZES 32-38

$4.95

List your qualifications in a letter and enclos�
a letter of reference from a facul
Send to

OWL
:EN AGENCY
Charleston

tY

member.

ALEXANDERS

*

Engineering Gorp. ·Freedman
CHARLEVOIX, MICHIGAN

*
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Weaving

Bower Places Fourth

Cording

In State Oratory Meet

Metter'�
English

Four members of Eastern's. de
bate team attended the state ora
tory

and

contest

at

extemporary
Normal

last

speaking
Tuesday

and Wednesday.
Marianne Bower, the only Eas
tern student to place, received a
fourth
place
in
extemporary
speaking. The general topic was
"What 8hould Be Done to Insure
Peaceful Relations Among
the
Nations of the World."
The students were allowed one
hour preparation of a sub-topic
which they drew from a list of
120 sub-topics.
The
sub-topics
were unknown to the speakers
before the drawing.

·

Other Eastern students who at
tended were Jahala Foote, John
Tolch, and Richard Riggins.

. . . the thread

The next contest for the debat
ors will be at Terre Haute March
5 and 6.

Sigma Taus Hold

Colteier

Perez Tells of
Medellin' s Leading
Textile Industry
leading industrial
Marietta

cities,

Perez,

in

the

"The main plant is located in
the East section of the city of
Medellin.
The factory occupies
four square
blocks.
There
are
other buildings of the same size
very close to Medellin
for
the
manufacturing of cotton, silk, and
rayon. The construction of the
buildings are in complete modern
style with all the latest sanitary
condition
' s. They also
have
the
best equipment,
machinery
and
technicians in order to produce the
finest materials. All machines are
run electrically.
"The administration building is
in the heart of the city, and there
are, in different places, stores to
sell Coltejer products.
"Coltejer offers to its em
ployees an extended program
for advancement in position
and salary. All of them are
happy because the factory has
a system whereby it divides
profits with its working peo
ple. There is nothing neglect·
· ed
that will protect their lives

The KO-OP
• Satisfying

SUNDAES
• SANDWICHES

matinee

performance

the Womens League

chapter

house

of

Mattoon

sopho

to

the

dance

Seventh

arid

a report circuiating Ia•
Gene asked McMeekat
autograph.

and returned
at

"Dark

February 16, ac

t truth is t
for those v
paying prop
iety, not ju
college. Tl
n (but not
ield of techn•
where adi
by men with
achool.

Mc Meekan says he can
explanation for the odd
other than that Krupa· ·
heard that he, too, was a

DR. RUTH M. Whiting will be in
Chicago on February 28 to at

tend the steering commit �ee meet

ing for organizing the state art

"Fabulous" was a w
percussion artist in vari
western orchestras priot
rolling at Eastern. He w
to the dancing public as
McM eekan.

association in Illinois.

•

and

raise their standards

. . printipg section

know retrocession. They

"Concerning this, there is life in

strong sense of

surance, · accident insurance,

and

know very well that only in this

in

way is it possible to create the

case of illness; 15 days of vacation

GR EEN' S

wealth of the country."

mas gift of one month's salary,
and gratuitous houses.
"Coltejer has also extended its
to

the people

who

tern Friday night.

Just 4 Door� SouJh of the Square on Sixth

�

Say it with Flowers

•

often!

CLIVE DICK
HEATING

Sheet Metal Work
TELEPHONE 295

PROFESSIONA L C ARD

MAKE IT A HABIT!
Send lovely flowers

Plum bing, Heating and

MADE

ICE CREAM

are

"Coltejer progresses with the
times because it has been, and is
managed by men who are truly

AND

HOME

Back the Panthers against Wes

not able to buy their clothes.
Every year the schools, orphans'
homes, and other charity organiza
tions
receive
as
gifts
large
amounts of its products. For that
reason it is said that Coltejer
dresses the Colom ian people.

PLUMBI'NG

Phone 234

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

every year with salary, a Christ

program

LINCOLN CL

a

have

patriotism

free

hospitalization and medicines

Dr. Whiting, chairman of the
committee, said, "This meeting is
being held to make plans for a
state meeting and to present a
draft of the constitution for the
organization."
The meeting will be held
at the
·
Art Institution.

products of a race which does not

ui

living.

HELM'S

FLOWER SHOP
Phone 39
WILL ROGERS BLDG.

DR. 0. E. HITE
DENTIST
l:<,irst Natio�al Bank Bldg.
Office Hours,

9 :00-4 :30

Office Phone 350
1
DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG.
. Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808

·FROMMEL
H ARDWARE

• Delicious Jumbo

MILK SHAKES

Meekan,

State Art Meeting

"One of the most outstanding
factories of textiles in my home
town is Coltejer. It is due to the
great capacity and intelligence of
Dr. Alejandro Echavarria. Today
it is managed by his son, Mr. Cl\r
los Echavarria, who with skillful
and wise direction has omitted no
effort in order to make Coltejer
the best factory and the best place
to work.

on W. George "Fab

The men took their guests to the

Whiting to Attend

public

"Don Carlos, as all his em
ployees call him, is a sports
man, but with this also is
intellectual
combined
fine
qualities.
He
has
traveled
around the world and he is
always keeping in mind the
great ideal of his father and
family; that Coltejer increase
and develop day after day.

afternoon.

served by the fraternity.

schools 14 years. She is well ac
quainted with its many industries,
textiles, she says, is ,one of the
largest in her home city.

I·

GENE KRUPA turned

Sunday

Lincoln, where refreshments were

says

scholarhsip

Medell�n

A THEATRE Party was given by

Passage"

student from that city. Miss Perez
taught

Autographs For K

Sigma· Tau

MEDELLIN IS one of Columbia's
Miss

Sunday Theater Porty.

See Us For

.

.

Sporting Goods

Gifts

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Housewares

Dishes

PHONE 492

MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.
Physicians and Surgeons
Hours by Appointment
6041h Sixth St.

Office Phone 30
Res. Phones 770 - 403

•

Leather Goods

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.

Glass
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Office Hours, 1:00 to
511% Jackson S

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Visual Training

North Side of Square
Phones 325 and 340

DR. C. E. DUNCAN, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted

Phones: Office 94;
Hours by Appoin
Office and Res. Pho
803 Jackson S

I wonder
lling to pa3
a bigger sal:
he is bet
nd could hi

y,

February 25, 1948
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ductivity help all society ?
The answer

I

!tter s

glish Exam
S with considerable disap
ent that I read Ray Met
ior :English exam paper,
in tbe Februay 18 >News.
he peplores an increase in
ce to veterans taking ad
of the educational benethe GI Bill. In effect, Ray
,ult not so much with the
as with the whole idea of
.ce. Obviously, if the idea
at all, the increase is good
the provisions of the GI
cost of
·e tirst enacted,
increases far outstrip the
:y has, in my opinion,
bd one of the most
social and economic
of our times. His con
sound sensible only
ers who have done the
thing.

too, was a
was a wel
tist in vario·
estras pri o11
;tern. He wits
g public as ..

hone 234

tESS

•

truth is this : Higher edufor those who can absorb it
.ying proposition for ALL
;y, not just for those who
college. The simplest illus
(but not the best) is in
.d of technological improve
where advances are made
117 men with training beyond
l lthool.
'et only a small percentage
tHse who could profit by
;tend college.
'sties from the Univesity
1ois Bureau of Institutional
show that only about 60
.t of high school graduates
.honor roll (in the upper 10
t of the class) enter col
In most cases, the economic
is decisive.

tever the cause, the
111e is e)!:pensive. Ray is
1ed by the fact that the

ment" spends nearly
in putting a vet through
I.say that the "govern
(1'11 use "society"
here on) is losing much
than $4000 for every in1nt vet who doesn't go
school. It the service
1ty provided by a col
.ined or
technically
is not worth,
lifetime, $4000 more
that of a high school
the average,
my
hat-and

Ray, "I am quite certain
'large number of these vetnrolling in college ex
i"
for the purpose of increas
1'r future salaries ! " For
Wbat bare-faced commer1 wonder why employers
1'ng to pay a college grad
lgger salary ? Could it be
he is better able to earn
could his increased pro-

"yes,"

is

course. Incidentally the gov
ernment will take a goodly
percentage of his bigger sal
ary away from him, perhaps
to educate his own young
sters. Here is what Presi
dent George D. Stoddard of
the U of I thinks about edu
cating college age persons :
lost
"Bright youth are
sight of in a nation short of
talent while elaborate facili
ties and infinite staff patience
are brought to bear upon re
We could
luctant learners
do far worse than to offer
tuition-free education and a
modest subsistence to all who
graduate, let us say, in the
upper 25 per cent of their
classes."
..

.

•

The veterans ate so bright that
appreciably
records
they made
better than non-vets, all over the
nation.
The GI Bill may be unfair, as
who
those
to
suggests,
Ray
haven't served. But it can be re
garded as · a successful experi
ment and a possible forerunner to
the sort of subsistence payments
proposes-which
Stoddard
that
are nothing more than a capital
investment in a paying · proposi
tion. This is good American doc
trine. The returns would be as
certain as those· of TVA--or of
high
in
free public · education
school.
No one now seriously ac
cuses high schools of being
some
undemocratic because
students do not have the abi
lity to complete high school
work. So far as the subsist
ence payments are concerned,
I feel that if parents are not
able to send their children be
yond high school, it is simply
a worthwhile business prop
osition for society to do so.
During the 1930's the 16-20
age group was the nation's
disgrace, unemployed and un
employable because the indi
The
skills.
viduals had no
NY A and CCC were our ans
were then. The problem will
need solved again.

for future leaders. "I believe,"
says Ray, "that any system which
imitates his methods in setting
up a speci'al class of human beings
and labeling them as the future
leaders of the group is definitely
contrary to the American way of
thinking."

Cos mo a n d Gasto h

went to college. They· might
have learned some of the hard

(Continued from page

facts of economics : that a na
to

tion must produce
that

live ;

all-impor

know-how is

tant in building a high stand
ard of livmg.

First of all, the GI Bill doesn't
guarantee ( "label") its benefi
leadership.
of
ciaries positions
They must gain it with whatever
possess, ·sharpened
talent they
by training. If, as Ray says, many
American leaders have never at
competition
the
tended college,
will still be keen. Only a million
of the vets are attending college.
We can hope that college-trained
leadership will take us in a better
direction than untrained leader
ship ! Certainly our vets won't be
trained in American colleges to do
the things Hitler wanted done.
As for the tendency of Am
ericans to expect handouts :
It is relia�ly reported by our
Dean of Men that veterans
here do not expect the hand
out of grades because they
fought a war. The veterans
are working to improve their
earning capacity In our pe
American way of
culiarly
thinking, that will make them
better citizens.
It is a bit demoralizing to sug
gest that the subsistence pay
ments are handouts at all, when
you remember that these are the
men who spent as many as four
years in military service, post
poning their education, returning
to a civilian status without the
wherewithal to buy it in an in
flated economy. "There is no de
pression," Ray says. No depres
sion indeed! There is a depression
in Campus City, and the so-called
boom is directly responisble for
it.
So Rome fell because the
and
citizenry wanted bread
circuses ? Perhaps so. At least
it wasn't because the Romans

Perhaps our non-college trained
union leaders should go back to
school if, as Ray says, there is a
growing tendency to expect more
return for less output. It has been
said that we need lagorers not
colleges
that
afraid to work;
only turn out white collar work
ers. It is also a truism that Am
erica has never had a surplus with
the
of
high technical training
sort given in our trade schools
and universities. Our very lives
may depend in the future , upon
having many such men. Perhaps
you, Ray, as a science student,
will be one of them.
·

It is even more important that
we have men of vision and broad
knowledge to steer us through the
crisis
international
dangerous
ahead. These leaders will not come
from the ranks of a short-sight
edly "leveled" democracy.
Too many thoughts have oc
curred to me for a reply to a
junior English exam paper.
But I'd like to ask Ray some
questions : Does he know that
some 90 students, mostly vet
good
erans, many of them
students, have . dropped from
Eastern because of financial
others
(Many
difficultie�?

The beginning of American con
centration camps are just around
the corner. That's what someone
said when H. W. Kallenbach or
dered "shirttails in" during P. E.
Class. Several attempts in assasi
nation have failed. It's not that the
boys don't like their genial host,
of
they're just sick and tired
army routine. Anyway, Eastern
got a good drawing card. You have
to wait in line to get a seat in the
one
during
bleachers
his
of
classes.
Thought For The
Profound
Week : The little people may be
little, but they're people.

Coleman Up To

RUSKIN THOMPSON AND SON MARKET
"Biggest Little Store
in Town"
�
FREE DELIVERY
Will Rogers Theatre Bldg.
PHONE 156

(Continued on page 8 )

MAPLE HOTEL
SERVING DAILY

DELICIOUS STEAKS, CHOPS
and

. CHICKEN D I N N E RS
SPECIAL DINNERS PREPARED
for
CL UBS AND PARTIES
By Reservation

VETERAN'S

SPECIAL

Cube Steak, French Fries, Salad $ 1

SERVICE

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 :30

Ra dio Phonogra phs

24 HOUR SERVICE

·�
•

•

Any Occa�ion

IDEAL BAKERY
PHONE 1 500

SIDE SQUARE

•

LA UNDER-RITE

In just 30 minutes the Bendix has
finished your wash

Local and out-of-town
service

Appliances

PHONE 338

Bring Your Entire Week's Wash to the

PROMPT-COURTEOUS

Electrical Service and

•

HOME COOKING

Call 61

· and Records

E LECT R I C

WWI

DR. CHARLES H. Coleman, head
of the social science department,
in writing the history of Eastern,·
is now working on the part the
school played in the first World
War.

CAB

VAii BELL��

3)

i t means Thank God It's Fri
day.

an unbelievably
makes
Ray
short-sighted comparison ( which
we'll excus.e on the grounds that
he was pushed for time) when he
of
training
speaks of Hitler's
"supposedly more gifted youth"

CORATED CAKES
For

of

30c
r

- ----- .

- · - aw""W

·-71

DRYER SERVICE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
All Automatic Bendix Machines

SPECIAL llRDl*TDll IHll

��

Open Daily Except Sunday From 7 a. m. to 8 :30 p.

m.

· LAUNDER-RITE
BASEMENT OF THE LAWES HOTEL
Private Entrance on 5th Street

PGll£1
FACE
"""
75c FLACON of PERFUME

i-D-r

'-��"""',.· . SI
�

Per Machine Full with SOAP FREE

CHARLESTON, ILL.

PHONE 2340

FOR A REAL TREAT

�

Ask You r Gro c e r Fo r

PRAIRIE FARMS
We extend an invita
tion

to

students

all

Eastern

to take ad

vantage of the servic
es rendered by this in
stitution.

grance, its greater coverage
and longer clDgl Special
package holds generous two
months' supply of powder
plua regular 75� flacan of
famous Evening in Paris per-

fume. Get yours todoyl

.arleston National Bank
·

FRESH

tltls vel vety .. w�
... to •
delightfuly lntensifted fra

J TRY powder,

BLACK'S

PI NEAPPLE

COTTAG E

,

'1

CH E ESE

This Cotta� Cheese won first prize at our
1 947 State Fair. PHONE 44 1 .

P�GE

. We4nesday, · F

SIX

llAC Trophy Presented
To Diamond Champs

Southern Kills Pan thers I/AC
Hopes With (2-53 �onquest
ALL CHANCES of an IIAC-title
·and a return trip to Kansas
City faded from sight as Eastern
fell before the powerful Maroons
from Southern 72 to 53 last Sat
urday at Carbondale.
In Eastern's finale of the sea
sons' home games and conference
schedule, remains the sole possibi
lity of reappearing in the Na-·
tional
Inter-collegiate
Tourna
ment at Kansas City.
- If the Panthers are able to lift
their Dunkel rating above
the
Leathernecks from Western next
Friday, they would be placed in
the district tournament at Car
bondale March .2 and 3.
Don Golver initiated the even
ings scoring with a charity toss
to give Eastern their only lead of
the game. Although the Panthers
were a constant threat to South
ern, they could not bring their
score less than the half time mark
·
34 to 29.
Jim Sullivan turned in another
fine performance at
the
pivot
spot by constantly
pulling
his
man out of position for
his hook
·
shot.
Sullivan arrd Glover paired for
scoring honors
with
16 points
each.
T'he Maroons did not allow Eas
tern to get underway with their
fast break leaving only the Pan
ther set-shot arti sts to depend on. '

Panthers to Face.
Macomb Here Friday
SWEET REVENGE will be in order Friday night when the Pan
thers engage the
Leathernecks
from Macomb on the local hard
wood. This is a must game for the
Blue and Gray if they expect to
remain in second :place and at
tain a chance to return to Kansas
City.
In the first encounter with Wes
tern, Eastern came out second
best, the score being 68 to 54.
That was the first conference win
for the Leathernecks, and since
then they have bowled over all
conference competition, including
champs from Southern, 71 to 48.
At the present time Western has
the highest Dunkel rating in the

IIAC.
The Healymen will have to keep
a watchful eye out for Ray Mc
clure and Al Miskus, guard and
center respectively for the invad
ers. McClure was thorn in the side
of Eastern in the first fray as he
bagged 24 points. Miskus was
markers.
19
close behind with
Western will have a slight edge
in height, and if they control the
rebounds the Panthers will have
a rough go.
Don Glover
has
been going
great guns since his switch to the
forward post; and if his peepers
are glued to the bucket Friday
. night fans will see a great ball
game.

Notice
No student will
be
ad
mitted to the Western game
Friday night
without
the
showing of his or her rec
reation ticket. If you do not
have your ticket, pick it up
at the Deans' offices.
1

T h ree Tea ms Remain
U n bea ten I n IM Lea gue
F O U R TOP contenders for intramural
supremacy
maintained
their undefeated records as the ·
scheduled season draws to an end.
Boosting their
string
of
victories to six, the 17 Palm
Boys remained
on
top
of
round robin one. Martin and
16
Crubb, netting 17 and
markers respectively,
paced
the boys from up north
in
their last conquest over the
Chi Rho cakers 52 to 33.
Round robin two standings were
not altered this week. The EI
monians still hold
the
number
one position but a "battle royal" .
is being fought for second place
honors. Four teams, the Press
club, Ambraw Rockets, Campus
City Blue Devils, and the Flying
Jets, each with a record of three
wins and two defeats, are tied
for this spot.
Phi Sigma Epsilon,
the
con
trolling
unit
of
group
three,
picked up their fourth victory by
dumping the Oilers 46 to 38.
Slovikoski and Warren contribut
ed 12 tallies apiece for the win
ners. The Sig Taus and Trailers
Market basket-boys trail the Phi
Sigs with only one defeat in their
four game record.
A series of forfiets in the
fourth bracket added · a win
to the Flyers,
Little · Bears,
and the Trojans. This pushed
the leading Flyers far out in
front. The Polyatomics, last
week, with a three and one
record fell in defeat at the
hands of the Moose cagers in
a thriller 41 to 40.
Hedden
lead the
winners
with
12
pointers, and Stites paced the
losers with 14.

BOB OLSON, President of the
Varsity club, presented the '47
IIAC championship baseball tro
phy to Art Glad, · captain of the
Panther baseball champs, in as
sembly last Wednesday.
Gold baseball emblems were pre
sented to Dr. Charles P. Lantz,
head of Eastern's athletic depart
ment and mentor of the diamond
nine. and to every member of the
championship crew.
Neal Hudson received emblem
basketball and football awards for
being elected the most valuable
in the two sports for· the '46-'47
season. Art Glad received the cor
responding award for the most
valuable of the baseballers.

Panthers End Co u rt
Ca m pa i g n I n I n diana
GreyINDIANA
CENTRAL'S
hound quintet will play host to
the Healeymen in a return clash
in Indianapolis Tuesday, March 2,
which will wind up the current
hardwood campaign for the locals.
The Hoosier five was humbled
81 tp 47 in the Panther's season
opener on the Eastern court.
Stalwart center Dwight Swails
is the scoring ace of the Indianans,
and dropped in 18 points in the
first match to be shaded only by
Bob Olson, who counted for 29
tallies for the victors.
The Greyhound mentor, Angus
Nicoson will probably start Mc
Grath and Robert in the for
ward positions
while
his · star
Swails will be seen at the pivot
post. McBride · and
Blevins
will
likely face the Panthers' from the
guard berths.
\

THIS SPORTS editor, while observing the University of Illi
nois massacre of the Purdue hard
wooders 98 to 54 Saturday night,
was impressed by the ability in .
court technique of the Illinois five
only second to the poor exhibition
and inability of the Purdue squad.

�e-s erves Pl a y Ma i o r Role
I n 70-49 Eureka Co n q uest
18

USING

PLAYERS Coach Bill

Healey's
off to a
Eureka

70

cage

Red

night. The reserves played most of
his first stringers for the all im
portant go with Southern the followi?g night.
John Wilson was the point go
getter for the Panthers with 16
points. Jack Haworth, playing in
the place of the injured Ray De
Moulin, was close behind with 14
markers. Big Jim Sullivan return
ed to his former self picking up
five field goals arid a charity toss
for 11 counters. Big
Jim
was
superb· on rebounds and his left
handed hook shots gave the near
packed house something to look
at. Don Glover had five field goals
and that isn't bad considering
that he only played a few minutes.

�

_

The issue was never in doubt
from start to finish, as the Blue
and Gray jumped
away
to
a
seven to two lead in the first
. six minutes. Eureka scored their
second field goal midway in the
first half, while
Eastern
was
chalking up
11 more markers.
Coach Healey sent in his reserves
at this point and it was just a
matter of time from there on in.
The Panthe:r;s led
at half-time
30 -to 18 .

8. Colored Pencils
9. Refill

6 :00

A. M. to

12 :00

Fine

quality

Ji'·

Fully Insured

Local and Distance
•

Fresh Popcorn
Will deliver to parties
3 6

RELIABLE

Tubes,

·
water

, CHARLESr
CLEANE
Phone

404

Ph. 416

FLO

BALL

B a l l Point That Will Write

PENS
_ _ _ _ �

_ _ _ _

COLLEGE

SEAL

and

$1 .

*

PENNANTS

KI N G B ROS.

BIGGS
Tangy tartness and nut-like flavor identifie!ll

Pick-Up Service

671

BYRON

y, warmin�
Indiana Sta
and Anders
had been ma
and Anders<
cketed toget
another's
each other
d winner ev

For Room and Car Windows

704

JACKSON

PHONE

MEADOW . GO L D

456

M

B UTTE RM I LK

ing light, fluffy Biscu its and Hot Cakes.

M.

STAPLES AND FANCY
GROCERIES - MEATS

I

MEADOW

1.

WRE<

2. ALE.l\1

FRESH FRUIT'S AND

3. ELEC

VEGETABLES

•

PHONE

MOST

The natural lactic acid in it works wonders in

HUTTS TAXI
•

AND

work

CAPP A-LEE FOOD MART

Also

OLDEST

602 6th St.

CLEANERS

Ph.

598

Charleston's

WHIT'S PAINT SHOP

You'll like 'em the
way we fry 'em
Open

R YA N '
Phone

Color

Afternoon . Snacks
Try Our

Dick Isley, Prop.

from ·

7. Palette Cups

*

"BUY ' EM B Y THE SACK"

Perfect Gift

1. Colors in Oil

at Bigg's Cleaners.

HAMBURGER

Always the

For Ari Supplies

insures satisfaction always

SANDWICHES
SOFT DRINKS
CHILI
35c LUNCHES

is
prom ptc
y to remark
na State at J
had to be :
ts better thi
The
tn
n Shirted C

6. Pastel Crayon

way.

Snappy Service

a
t ColumniE
ing epistle
up of
ger
Indiana
II games,
shirts, an
us names l
fllayers. Thi
, speak for
na State ha
e basketball 1

Shop Al Whit's

is the satisfaction you re

e
e
e
9

•

5. Water Color Brushes

CHATTERBOX

.

1

5
0
0
6
0
2
2
0

.FATE PALY�D a stran1'4
the short hfe of the p
light-heavy pugilist Sam
Once B.e had dropped a
ponent for the fatal co
to go,..»u t in the same
fore a crushing blow t.o
driff by his opponent, C
the Chicago Stadium Fr'dq

.

Max Chasteen tried to keep the
vi �itors in t?e fray with
is 14
.
P?mts, but his mates couldn t give
h�m much help. Bob Sumner h�d
n� ne counters and Everett Martm
eight.

2,
5
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals

*

Welcome College
Students to .

THE HOME OF THE

Saturday

4. Oil Br.ushes

THE . . .

6th and Jackson St.

Devils

3. Charcoal Pencils

Director Harold W. Kallenback
requests that all team managers
consult the bulletin board in the
Health Education building for fu
ture games as forfiets may drop
a team from the standings.

For

Eastern (70)
Olson, f
Glover, f
Wilson, f ·
Markwell, f
Hilderbrand, f
Klay, f
Gray, f
H. Wagner, f
Hanks, f
Miller, c
Sullivan, c
Doane, c
Hudson, g
Haworth, g
Boone, g
Crumb, g
V. Wagner, g
Crane; g

2. Canvas Boards, all sizes

clothes cleaned the Bigg's

I N N

romped

the contest as Coach Healey saved

ceive when you have your

.

squad

to 49 triumph over the

4. M OTC

·108 Lincoln

Phone 2190

PHONE 7

5. GENl

y, February 25, 1948
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Feminine Feats

:.

IM

,,

t st
FG FT
0
2,
0
5
'
6
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l
1
1
5
0
0
l
0
I
6
0
0
I
2
0
2
0
0
29

) a strange
of the pro·
:ilist Sam B
ropped a ri:
' fatal coun·

1

the
Gift
lOTOGRAPi
from ·

AN'

arleston's

)LDEST
AND

MOST
E LI ABLE

E FOLLOWING colwas written
by
Art
,, who we shall call for
of a better name a
Columnist."
In
the
ing epistle he refers to
p of gentlemen who
Indiana State's bas1 games,
often
wear
pjrts, and are called
IS names by both fans
IJayers. The facts, how1peak for themselves.
,a State has not lost a
hsketball game yet this

ing a comparatively
diana State squad.

NED with interest to
iumorous antedotes re
mt philosopher friend Mr.
the lither day. After a few
,rted remarks
concerning
and shaggy dogs he
rally launched into
a
in of what
he smilingly
the Midwest Invitational
11 tournament at Terre
say that Indiana State
•Ud of its
basketball
" Mr. Green began his
tion, "would be come to saying that Gen
laeArthur was not bash
·possessed no notice
'aces of an inferiority

prides himself on be
an
impartial
observer
ldom lets
diplomacy
lis line of reasoning.
a considerable number
rs of "impartial
ob
" of life in general and
phases of the athleId in particular, this
calls
ted philosopher
as he sees it and
to his guns until proof
lilontrary shows him

. "Kirksville, too, had
a fine
team, on a par with E'astern's.
Kirksville employed a slow break,
however, which made them far less
dangerous as
an
opponent
of
Indiana State's than Eastern and
its fire-house brand of ball would
be. The outcome of the game was
never in doubt. In the first five
minutes Eastern put its fast break
to good use. Three times a man
broke loose and went in for a
easy layup only to be slammed
completely off the court as he
went up for the shot. Instead of
a foul being called, the ball was
given to Kirksville out of bounds.
"Of the first 18 or 19 fouls,
three were on Kirksville. The rest
were called on Eastern. In this
manner the course of the game
was brought under control. After
the confident, and perfectly inno
cent, Missouri boys had built up
a sizeable lead, the foul count was
more or less evened up.
"The Kirksville outfit ran
into the same difficulty Eas
tern had experienced when it
fought it out against Indiana
State in
the
chttmpionship
game. Any attempt on the
part of a Kirksville player to
guard his man closely was im
possible. A lunge at the ball
even if it was a complete miss
often caused a foul to be
charged against the defense.
The fans screamed their con
tempt, but nothing could be
done about it."

a

·

IN THE final game of the WAA,.
,
tournament
Betty
basketball
Nixon's
third

Stupefyin'

place

Joneses

by defeating

won

Agnes

Glenn's
Mohawks
22-18.
The
standings in the tournament are
Blue Demons, first; E. I. Fizz
K'ids, second; Sttipefyin' Joneses,
third; and last but not least the
Mohawks who won but one game.
High scorers for the tourna
ment were Barbara Monticue
with 38 points and Jahala
Foote and Betty Frew tied
for second with
35
points.
"Jay" and "Monty" are both
members of the fast breaking
Blue Demons.
Betty
is
a
member of the Fizz Kids.
Speaking of the Blue Demons,

fered the referees two new suits
and a 50 percent share of stock
in the Los Alamos atom-bomb to
referee the game.
"It is possible, however, that
a charge of collusion might be
made out on the ground that such
incredibly biased officiating could
be caused by certain fraternity
ties or simply by the overwhelm
ing spirit of the old Alma Mater
that ·must have pervaded the gym
during the tournament."

THEATRE

THEATRE

ms entered," he went
, warming up to his
iana State, Kirksville,
and Anderson. After the
been made, Kirksville,
.d Anderson were some
.eted together, thus cut
kiother's
throat
an
each other out with the
lirinner eventually play-

$1 .

�ANTS
.ows

Always the Same

Fencing club started bouts on
February 11. Two girls would
fence while the · rest of the class
acted as officials. More Fun ! They
are all still living.
Jeanne
Doris
Mauntel
and
Knauger will give a fencing ex-

2
2
3
4
5

PHI SIGS
SIGMA TAU GAMMA
TRAILER MARKET
BULLETS
BARNSTORMERS
OILERS
CASINO TERRORS
CAMPUS CUTUPS

4
8
3
3
2
2
1
0

O
1
1
2
2
3
4
5

FLYERS
MOOSE
LITTLE BEARS
POLYATOMICS
RAMBLERS
GAMMA DELTA
TROJANS
BOBCATS

6
4
4
3
2
2
1
0

0
1
2
2
8
3
4
8

ROUND ROBIN NO. III

ROUND ROBIN NO. IV

ADMISSION

-

16c & 30c

THEATRE

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

FEB. 26-27-28

Matinees Sat. and Sun.
FRI.-SAT

Phone 68

•

'li!t�'''�JIC���.i#.¥JP"?

FEB. 27-28

bl

J A N I S CARTER
B A R RY SULL IVA N

-a

-

FEB. 29 MAR. 1

SN.-MON.

� "'�and��.,.
t�rrifid
.......--. ,'.)*--

741 Sixth St.

SUN.-MON.

.

s�
1

SUDDEN DEATH LURKED BEHIND
-'ne -----

,.

INVISIBLE�
WALL :.::..

TRACY
.l!G#14

TU RN E R
3�

SCOTT

Hanfls Jewelry

M

West Side Square

McARTH U R MOTOR SALES
rTE RMILK
DEALER

.kes.

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

The Following Services

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
MAR. 2-3-4
G A M B L I N G R A C K ET S B LASTED!

I. ALEMITE LUBRICATION

MOTOR REBUILDING
GENUINE FORD PARTS

�� ™
�,;�!�

0
2
2

hibition at the high school play
day March 6.

DELIVERY SERVICE

*

Phone 286

Dolly Davidson's team
is
leading the 1 p. m. basket
ball tournament, Betty Nix
on's is leading in the 2 p. m.
section. Anna
Butler
and
Dorothy Troesch's are
tied
in the section.

ROUND ROBIN NO. II

ELMONIANS
5
' 3
PRESS CLUB
AMBRAW ROCKETS
3
CAMPUS CITY BLUE
DEVILS
3
FL YING JETS
3
KAPPA SIGM.A KAPPA
2
CHEZ DOTY BEARS
1
CAPITAL CITY CAGERS
0

...

Montgomery
Cleaners

Service
:RRISON'S ,
SHOP

The V<dleyball tournament is
well under way. Irma Conrod's
team in the 8 p. m., Ann Wirt's
in the 10 a. m., Norma Coughill's
in the 11 a. m., Ellen Chapman's
in the 1 p. m., and Ellan Callahan
in the 2 p. m. have each won their
first games in the tournament.
Officials for the games are mem
bers of the volleyball methods
class.

'

IDlClll Ill

FEB. 29-MAR

� - - - -

ting 37. Twenty-seven of those
points against the Blue Demons
'
were made by the Fizz Kids.
Some of the other outstanding
forwards were Deva Kibler, Esta
lene Meeker, Irma Conrad, Jane
Baker and Dorothy Troesch.

·

•

ENS

they rolled up a total of 110 points
while their opponents were get

W L
6 0
5 ·1
3 3
3 3
2 3
2 3
2 4
0 6

17 PALM BOYS
GLOBE CRAWLERS
CHI RHO
MIDSTATERS
TERRIORS
BUGS BUNNIES
WHEELS
LAMBS

THEATRE

The solemn
historian
smiled
blandly, "Coach Wooden of In
diana State is from Purdue. The
referees are
from
Purdue.
I
don't believe there is any truth
in the rumor that Mr. Wooden of-

recent tournament at
,ute there were four

)N B.

In

"Eastern
opened
against
an excellent Anderson outfit.
Possibly a better ball club
than Eastern," he sajd deci
sively. "Fortunately Eastern
was hot and romped over An
derson with a beautiful ex
hibition of fast break basket
ball, thus earning the right to
play Kirksville in the next
game.

·

prompted
C oach
to remark that to beat
:a State at home the vis
had to be at least 30
better than the Syca
The truth of this
Shirted Gremlin" sit
may never be known.
owing is offered from
'R of Mr. Klug for those
would read
further.
-Jack

fresh

ROUND ROBIN NO. I

Joneses Quit Cellar With
22-18 Victory Over M ohawks

EN-SH I RTED GREMLI NS' G IVE
IANA STATE BIG HOME MARG I N

BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

with
TOM ORAKF . MARV A�TOR - Al RS:Rr

TUES.-WED.

. ····· ·

OJ:l(l(J:R

MAR. 2-3

i:11:f1�1�A!i1 FRl:•'llf1••·• ; ··· ·····:.
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Da rli n g ' s Co. C
Ad d s Eig ht Recruits
COMPANY C O F the 407 infantry
regiment,
Organized
Reserve
corps, had its monthly meeting
last Wednesday evening in room
216 of the Science building. In
charge of the meeting was Capt.
R. H. Maerz, instructor
of
the
units in Mattoon, Charleston, and
surrounding areas.
Present also
was Capt. Rex Darling, company
c.o.
Eight men signed "Offer of
Services" blanks to enlist i n
the
the
company
ra1smg
roster to class B or training
satus. Enlistments are open to
all army, navy, and marine
corps veterans. Members of
the reserves can only be called
back into service in case of
war and not to serve in flood,
strike, or other emergency as
can men of the national guard.
Capt. Maerz reported that passage of a bill to provide pay for
army reserves is "practically cer
tain · in the near future."
Plans are underway to use room
in the basement of
the
Health
Education building for an armory
and training area when arms and
equipment arrive.
Corps representative
from
Chicago will be present at
the next meeting,
8
p. m.
March 10, to. complete organi
zation of the unit and incor·
porate it into
the
national
training program.
Members of all units of the

armed forces ·may join co1p.p any
C retaining their old or appro
priate army rank. Plans are also
underway for a summer training
camp at Ft. Riley, Kan. for men
who volunteer for two weeks' duty
during
the
summer
vacation
period.

Elam Com ments on
Metters Jr. English Exam
�

( Continued from page

/

Cha rleston G. Ao-ers See
Prices Jump To Old Levels

Scouts To Sponsor

DROPS IN food prices, following
slump in the commodity market
have reached the grocers' shelves
in Charleston, but most grocers
feel that the relief is temporary.
Flour, lard, and other shorten·
ings, meat and soap have drop
ped in prices as well ·as
some
other related items. The drop iii
the price of flour was greatest-
as much as 30 cents for · a
25
pound sack.
Most grocers, asked about the
drop, felt that the prices would
rise again to about the same level
as before, with meat prices going
even higher. They added that the
cost of fopd in general would not
rise again above the January fi
gures, but would level off until the
pres�nt food crisis in Europe is
over.
One grocer believed that the
price of corn would soon exceed
the January price because of spoil
age of last · year's crop. He said
that most of the corn stored was
wet, and by spring would be of
little food value to livestock.

DR.

Students Give $200
To F riendship Tra in
EASTERN GAV E 200 dollars to
help Coles county purchase a
car load of corn for the Abraham
Lincoln Friendship · train
which
left for the East coast February
12. All campus organizations co
operated to secure the 200 dollar
college quota, with
Alpha
Phi
Omega, Scout service fraternity,
taking the leadership.
surprisingly reactionary view of
what is socially good.
Has
he
taken no courses with our social
science department ?
Let's not keep our science stu
dents too long away from Old
Main, second floor west.
-Stan Elam

Waste Pa per · Drive
DONALD

social

Ray, if you were a farmer,
would you be unwilling to pay
good money to feed your hogs ?
Or would you growl, "What, a
handout ? Never. I must build up
the character of my hogs by mak
ing them scratch for themselves."
Would you
rather
have
an
operation by a doctor who didn't
have money to finish his train
ing, because it is undemocratic
for one man to have more train
ing than another ? Perhaps not.
I feel the same way about leaders
of America. I hope they go to · col
lege and develop social consci
ences.
Alas! Here at the close of my
article I am becoming aware that
my whole thesis breaks down. In
nearly four y�ars of training at
Eastern, Ray Metter, ·a young
man of higl). intelligence, has a

the
has

announced that the boy scouts of
troop 42 will sponsor
paper drive Saturday.
Newspapers

and

a

waste

magazines

should be placed on the curb in
·

front of houses for the scouts to
pick up.
Dr. Alter
troop 42.

is

scoutmaster

of

Newman Club Hears
Urbancek Speak Tuesday
"CHURCHES OF the South Sea
Islands" was the topic of an in
formal talk given by Louis Ur
bancek at the meeting of the New
man club last night.
Mr. Urbancek told the group of
the customs and religions of the
South
Sea
Island
people. Mr.
Urbancek was in the South Paci
fic while in the Navy.

Two Home Ee Dele
Attend '48 Works

THE ULTIMATE in reconversion
to peacetime pursuits has been ·
reached at Eastern, according to
an anonyll\ou's member of
Miss
Cline's 9 a .m. section of English
236.
.

JEANETTE MITCHE
gate, and Miss Ruth
hausen, as club sponsor�
the annual province wor
college home economic cl
Allerton hotel in Chica
week.

gt

Delegates from
to . discuss social
organization, and money·
for home economics clubs.
Illinois, Iowa,
Michi �
Wisconsin sent delegat.84
conference.
Nadine Swinford and
Largent were
Eastern'•
sentatives to the '47 conf
which was attended by n
delegates.

Aikman directs the group, which
is a s s i s t e d by
"non-ex-Gl's"
Libby Kraus, Anna Butler, and
Pat Brown.
The spokesman suggests that
the widely-used economic slogan,
"Guns or Butter," be changed to
"Bullets or Ballads," by Eastern's
social science department.

nicos.

LEE 'S BARBER S

Attend the Mardi Gras, March 5.
Help the WSSF. Women's League
wants Eastern to contribute 300
dollars.

Southwest corner of

• The important part of a good.car waah is die C8N
talreri to remove dirt without injury to the fioiab-aad
to help make that finish last longer. We &ppreeiMe �
N.ponsibility when your car is in our bands and gi'N
tlaekiod oi aervice we believe will bring )'08 beck ....

Phone 414

.�

HARMON & WEAVE R
Lincoln At 11th
Phone 330

,

We Feature A Tremen dous Selection . . .

Blouses
Skirts
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AFTER . THE GAME
REFRESH WITH COK

DRESS WELL SHOP
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

•

�

Removes scalp odors end IHiir
accumulations

•

leaves hair smelling
fredi, sweet end clean

•

Imparts radiant lus
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47�RGE
6-0Z.

IOTILE

Smart choice for comfort • • • • •

OWL
WALGREEN AGENCY
DRUG STORE
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Charleston

· Roblee Raglans with sturdy crepe soles.

INYART'S BROWNbilt SHOE STORE
North Side Square
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BLOUSES and SKIRTS
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FI N E CAR WAS H

KEITH'S BAKERY
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Opera J
singing
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Get a
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All orders given special

IT'S A TREMENDOUS SEASON FOR

LJ;j

Four
ex-Gl's,
Bud
Aikman,
Robert Simpson, Arthur . Klug and
Clarence Wright, have so com
pletely forgotten the art of war
that they are engaged in singing
Shakespearean
ballads
in
the
class.

Plans were made for publish
ing the annual issue of the NEW.
MAN-LITE, a newspaper 'i which
relates the activities of each club
member. This paper has been pub
lished f.or the last eight years. It
is put out as a group project.

SeJp IJ'do-t.
0f

Alter, of

deparement,

5)

have dropped because they
lacked either the intelligence
or the character to carry the
work, which is as it should
be.) Fortunately, Ray is not
one of those who
feels the
squeeze.

IS

R.

science

Reconversion Hits
English 236 Class
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